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ANNUAL REPORT

José Mª Prats

IN UNCERTAINTY, THE STRENGTH
OF THE COMMUNITY

GREETINGS FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome,
2020 has been a very difficult year. The Coronavirus has hit us hard but, thank God, we’ve
moved on.
Both the technical team and all the workers and volunteers did their best to keep our people
well within what the confinement represented and we successfully overcame it. They have
all been and are being very brave, without a doubt, our heroes.
Montserrat Niño
President

It’s time to move on, with a lot of strength and encouragement. Surely 2021 will be better.
We have projects to carry out for the future of our Community and that, with the help of God
and all of you, we will achieve.
“We are not INVISIBLE”

PRESENTATION

Thank you all!!!!

To everyone,

HOME EL PETIT PRÍNCEP
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HOME EL LLEDONER
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EL RUSC
IN NUMBERS

After this year 2020, so intense, that we have had to live through and had to deal with the

EXTERNAL PEOPLE

33

COVID-19 pandemic, we would like to tell you many things, but the first word that comes to
mind is: THANK YOU.
Pere Domènech
Director

HOME EL BRUNZIT
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THE WORKSHOP

THANK YOU to all of you, because together we have walked through many uncertainties and
your courage has helped us move forward...
THANK YOU to each of the people cared for, for your courage and patience that always fills
us with love...
THANK YOU to all the educators who with your commitment and generosity have always
been at the forefront...

Women
18 · 64,3%

Men
10 · 35,7%

Women
10 · 83,3%

Men
2 · 16,7%

THANK YOU to the volunteers for your dedication who have been a mainstay and example
in the day to day life ...
THANK YOU to all the families and friends who have been by our side at all times...

PROFESSIONALS

THANK YOU to the entities, to the partners for your logistical and financial support to face
and carry out the projects...
THANK YOU to the people who have participated in all the different Commissions of Community Activities and Spirituality who have helped us to live in Community...
THANK YOU to the Entities, Tordera City Council, Tordera Primary Care Center, Sant Gregori
Consortium, the health department, and the Generalitat de Catalunya for offering us the
support and resources at the times when we needed it the most...
THANK YOU to the entire management team of El Rusc who, without giving up and resolute-

VOLUNTEERING

12

28

ORGANISATION
CHART

ly, guided the way...

CORE-MEMBERS

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

COMMUNITY COUNCIL

MANAGEMENT

ARCA COORDINATOR

THANK YOU to all the members of the Board of Trustees of El Rusc and to our President for

THE BOARD

their unconditional support and for helping us get here...

VOLUNTEERING

COMISSIONS

TRAINING

MANAGEMENT TEAM

ADMINISTRATION

WORKSHOPS
COORDINATION

TECHNICAL TEAM

HOUSEHOLD
COORDINATION

COMMUNICATION

EXTERNAL SERVICES

CLEANING

KITCHEN

Composition of the Board of Trustees that appears in the Register of Foundations of the
Generalitat de Catalunya: PRESIDENT: Montserrat Niño · VICE PRESIDENT: Joan Prat ·

SPIRITUALITY COMMISSION

SECRETARY: Mª Dolors Lleal · TREASURER: Josep Muñoz · SPOKESPERSON: Jaume Bar-

COM. ACTIVITIES COMMISSION

cons, Montserrat Gispert, Mercè Jiménez ,Suspiros Parreño, Josep Perich, Alain Saint Macary, Ramón Solé and Núria Pujol.
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FUNDRAISING COMMISSION

MANAGER LLEDONER

MANAGER RUSC

MANAGER LLEDONER

MANAGER
PETIT PRÍNCEP

MANAGER BRUNZIT

LLEDONER TEAM

RUSC TEAM

LLEDONER TEAM

PETIT PRÍNCEP TEAM

BRUNZIT TEAM
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We are people with or without disabilities who share life in communities

COMMUNICATION

belonging to the International Ark

The year 2020 will also be remembered, for the emergence of a

Federation. Mutual relationships and

new way of communicating through video calls, between family,

trust are in our heart and in our path

friends, schools, etc.… although it already existed before, it had

that we do together. We recognize the

never been used so widely.

unique value of each person and the

In addition, El Rusc has not been an exception. Video calls have

need for the relationship between all

been a solution to the lack of important social relationships, which

of them.

were so disrupted by lockdown. Moreover, it has been an important
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tool at the level of internal organization and for the different work
teams.
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FACEBOOK
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VALUES

is encouraged and the rights of
all people are respected. We work
together for equal opportunities
so that people can become more
independent and autonomous in
their decision-making.

It was a very useful tool, especially in the early days of lockdown.
With the Occupational Center closed, we moved all the activities
to being at home and suddenly all the activity had to be planned
and adapted to the new reality.
We created a shared online space where anyone could contribute a resource that could be used by other people in the community. From proposals for crafts, games, dances, stories or even
recipes that might have been used as a resource or activity, to
small videos or greetings from friends who simply made us have
a good time at home.

community environment inspired by

December 3rd, International Day of

the essential values of our history and

Persons with Disabilities, is a date to

that responds to the changing needs

make us feel heard, to make us more

of our members. We are committed

visible and to continue to claim our

to working together, from different

rights as a group.

are revealed through transforma-

sive society, where participation

THE DRAWER OF RESOURCES

tive mutual relationships. Foster a

ple with intellectual disabilities that

cultures, for a more humane society.
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INSTAGRAM
FOLLOWERS
@elrusc

DIVERSONES
6 programmes on Tordera Radio

6WEEK
th DISABILITY

Raise awareness of the gifts of peo-

We believe in a diverse and inclu-

1.690 PLAYS
10 new videos on Vimeo

628
2018

763
2019

918
2020
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Arrival at the home of the El Lledoner group

HOUSEHOLD REPORT

VIDEO
“Lockdown at the
homes of El Rusc”

The year 2020 has been a year full of challeng-

and in the afternoon every day with the aim that

es and constant adaptations as a result of the

all the people cared for could verbalize how

SARS COVID-19 pandemic

they were, how they felt while being informed

Although the year began with the screening

of the current situation of the pandemic and in-

of new educational and environmental im-

tegrating the changes that affected their daily

provement projects such as the augmentative

lives.

communication project, the family project, the

Involvement, solidarity and a very high degree

recycling and environment project, among oth-

of responsibility on the part of all teams of di-

ers; from the month of march, we were over-

rect and indirect professionals and volunteers,

pen was part of its reality. An excellent and

whelmed by the whole pandemic situation we

turned into a very complicated and cumber-

impeccable work of the educators who were

were suffering worldwide.

some reality into a new reality where coexist-

working there, from the team of indirect atten-

Prevention, safety, coordination with the

ence, empathy, solidarity, the patience and col-

tion and a fast answer on the part of the peo-

Health and Generalitat services, plenty of new

laboration of the cared for had to survive the

ple in charge of Health and of the Generalitat

protocols, hygiene and cleaning measures,

frustration of experiencing social and family

obtained that the five people in those asymp-

training on Covid-19, emotion management,

constraints throughout the year.

tomatic moments accepted the situation with

team management and bubble training, sup-

Each household reorganized its physical struc-

calm and were prepared to leave to go to a safe

port in emotional management of the cared

ture in order to guarantee a room and an iso-

place near Girona adapted to carefully moni-

for, creation of new virtual spaces, creation of

lation toilet in case of a possible case of Cov-

tor their positive status in the virus. After four

new activities in very reduced spaces are some

id-19 infection and all the professionals and

weeks of uncertainty, anguish and the hospital-

of the challenges that arose in a space of very

volunteers were trained to be able to face such

ization of two more people, the nightmare was

a complicated situation.

over and the household was prepared for a fes-

reduced time and of the immediate need in its

had been fleeing for months, had entered the

El Rusc space to enjoy the outdoors and soak in

home and the uncertainty of what would hap-

water battles.

tive welcome and a very exciting reception to

This household became the space where peo-

celebrate everyone’s recovery. Gradually and at

Ànims
Cheers
perfor
a tots
everyone
des d’El
from
Brunzit
El Brunzit

effective resolution.
ple had to live together 24 hours a day all week
and all of them became a family bubble with a
stable team of professionals from the occupational workshop, homes and volunteers. Permanent and immovable for this time.
The prevention, safety and emotional management of the people who made up each of the
family bubbles in the home, became the main
goal in the daily life of each of the households.
New activities, new communication spaces
and new routines were generated with each

EL LLEDONER

of the teams in each bubble, coordinated and

In October, the complicated situation appeared

in solidarity with a situation full of uncertainty,

at El Lledoner Home. Most professionals, vol-

emotionally very hard and with constant adap-

unteers and all the cared for tested positive

tations to the pandemic situation that forced a

for Covid-19. In a few hours, the home was left

total lockdown for the people in our care and

without most of its staff, who had to be con-

the professionals and volunteers for responsi- fined, two people were referred to the hospital
bility in their direct care work.

for symptoms and the rest, in just over 5 hours,

Reception spaces were created in the morning

had to assume that the virus, from which they
6

EL BRUNZIT
The El Brunzzit home did not experience any
confinement due to suspicious symptoms
thanks to the fact that when cases of suspicion
arose we already had access to TAR and could be
ruled out within a few hours and therefore only
isolated a few hours the person who showed
symptoms. The layoffs that led to the entry of
new educators who faced the complicated situation we were living in, excellently took center
stage. Many moments of joint reflection, artistic activities, yoga and meditation, online
drawing classes at the School of Fine Arts of
Tordera, therapeutic walks, the outings to the
space of El Rusc to breathe outdoors and, the

the right pace, the home regained its family life

adaptation of activities at home through digital

with intense work of managing the emotions

resources and exercise on the stationary bike

experienced.

have contributed to a complicated and lacking

EL PETIT PRINCEP

year of social life has strengthened the ties and

The home The Little Prince suffered the in-

values between all the people welcomed.

dividual lockdown of each person cared for in
the home for over 3 days due to a suspicion

Different households this year have experi-

of symptoms that turned out to be negative

enced many emotions and fragility but the

and, therefore, everything was in a panic even

gifts of each of the people who live, work

though they were very complicated days for ed-

and volunteer have built a new reality that

ucators, volunteers and the cared for. However,

has allowed us to grow together and feel

the incorporation of Ariadna’s team of profes-

that the Community is more alive and sup-

sionals was celebrated at home, they started

portive than ever.

recording TIK TOKS, they enhanced their artistic skills by making plays and they took the

Each of the households, with their respective

opportunity to paint the courtyard, make a veg-

bubbles, will remember this year as a year

etable patch and DIY workshops to enjoy home

full of solidarity, gratitude and responsibility

improvements. Throughout the summer, they

for all the adversities and adaptations gener-

took advantage of the time they went up to the

ated by the SARS COVID-19 pandemic.
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THE WORKSHOP
INTRODUCTION

ternet, the connection, the screen has been

The reality has been very different. Earlier this

Lledoner group. Each group is assigned per-

year we came across the COVID-19 pandemic

manent professionals.

that was spreading across the territory, across

- Differentiated spaces for each bubble group:

the country and around the world. Faced with this

El Rusc’s house is divided into 2 separate

unforeseen, unknown and threatening situation,

spaces. One is occupied by the Petit group

the workshop had to close its doors and cancel

and the Brunzit group; the Externs group is

the service from March to August, both included.

located in the dining room of El Pou and the

In this new scenario, all our efforts were focused

Lledoner group continues with its usual ac-

on prioritizing the safety and support of our peo-

tivity in the facilities shared with the home.

ple, but also on introducing new ways of working

- Sectorized transport adapted to each bubble

in order to “live” with the virus, continue with the

group and in vehicles assigned only to each

activity and not lose our essence.

group.

been vital during this course.
- We have Covid-19 specific training spaces

is marked by strict compliance and the appli-

es in the daytime. The activity takes place in the

cation of multiple action protocols that seek to

residential homes and in a sectored way (each

ensure the health safety of all.

household = a coexistence group).

- Adapt the operation of the center to the
changing reality and possible emergencies.
(* after the experience of the pandemic, the
perspective changes).

and psychological support to deal with the
uncertain pandemic situation.
- We continue to celebrate, despite the physical
distance (preparing for Christmas: Christmas
cards, doing “caga Tió”, etc.).

- Hygienic-sanitary measures. The daily activity

and gives direct support to the entity’s residenc-

- Rethinking the structural model of our service after the pandemic.

family and between different groups have

FORCED TO REINVENT OURSELVES:

In September we resume the face-to-face activity

of the workshop in the facilities of the Occupation- - We had to reinvent ourselves and creativity
has played a very important role.
al Center. The aim is to return to daytime, face-to-

face activity and to be able to progressively de-es- - Vam crear un recurs compartit ‘El Calaix dels
Recursos’, on rebíem propostes d’activitats
calate the semi-confinement situation.

The Lledoner celebrating Sant Jordi

per fer.					
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The Diversones radio group before the
confinement began

In the first phase, the professional team joins

together, to share… Connections with friends,

The group of outsiders located in the
dining room space of the Workshop

ipe group, Brunzit group, Externs group and

- Resume the activity of the Occupational
Center in its entirety.

the only way to keep in touch, to do things

2020 was presented as a year full of opportuni- - Sectorization of the service: 4 bubble groups
/ coexistence groups are created: Petit Príncties, with different projects to develop and a wide
variety of scheduled activities.

2021 OBJECTIVES:

- We invested in “virtual relationships.” The in-

BASIC LINES OF ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION DURING THE PANDEMIC:
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2020
A YEAR OF

CONTRASTS

Collection

We have to accept
that nothing will be
the same again.

Uncertainty
Loneliness

People have shown
us and made us live, in
serenity and joy, the
few essential things
in life.

A year of uncertainty,
social and emotional union,
despite physical distancing,
and personal growth.

We have learned to
transform negative
feelings into positive
emotions!

New Relationships
Challenges

The year we
showed the world that
we are an essential
sector.

The year that has
shaken us and added
uncertainty to our lives,
which has awakened the
humanitarian spirit. It has
been a lesson, a warning to
react and steer us in the
right direction.

New Reality
El Rusk helps us to
live it better and feel
more accompanied.

Unity

We have been far,
but very close.

Support
Gratitude

In uncertainty,
the strength of
the community!
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BROTHERHOOD COMMUNITIES
www.larche.org

Dear friends,

If in our Community (like the others), each year

them good humor, creativity, coexistence and lots

is different in terms of the coexistence of 22 peo-

of love.

ple cared for, 22 workers and as many or more

Lucky because we had a team of educators and

volunteers between local and international, 2020

families who have learned that now, living in

has been especially a different year. A year that

the community, loving the people we care for

will mark a before and an after. The year of Covid.

meant sacrificing everyone’s social life to be

We have spent more and more time virtually connected to each other. El Rusk has been a

And we can say that we are lucky when we look

very prudent and not spreading the disease to

beacon of hope throughout this difficult period. I thank you for all the dedication and hard

back this year.

the community.

work you have done all together during these difficult times.

Lucky because none of our host people have

Lucky because we have been able to live this

My last visit to the community, was a year ago and I miss you all.

had Coronavirus, despite having lived through

stage of restriction of freedoms and lack of so-

I look forward to coming back and spending time with all of you “in person” in the very near

it, up close. An educator fell ill just the first

cial life knowing how to find the balance in every

future. In the meantime, thank you for all the gifts you bring to each other and thank you

weekend of confinement and spent the rest of

moment between health security and the neces-

to Tordera, the town where your community light shines so brightly.

the year sick. Also because relatives have died,

sary social and emotional life, personalizing and

friends, companions, among whom I want to

finding for each person what they needed to live

remember especially Father Matthew, a ref-

with the highest possible quality of life this stage

erence in our community for living spirituality

of relational precariousness.

and Jesus, a person cared for by us last year

And in 2021 it will be up to us, once we have over-

went to live in another nearby residence, we

come the main part of the pandemic, to know

are fortunate that in life we were able to enjoy

how to take back what we left behind and to know

their company and their teachings.

how to leave what we no longer need. Also know

We were lucky because we had a team of volun-

how to find in the adaptations we have made for

I hope that when this letter arrives to you, you will all be well.
What a year! The year 2020 has been a challenge for everyone in the federation. We did not
expect this pandemic to last that long and to have such disastrous consequences.
At L’Arca, we have adapted and discovered new ways of living the community together,
while we have found new ways of celebrating things together, but socially distant.

Robin Sykes
Coordinator of the
International Ark

ELS AVETS
A different year.

A big hug!

THE ARCA IN MADRID

Opening of the first home

As we had the opportunity to tell you last year,

they will form a family nucleus that will allow

teers who made a commitment to stay when they

the pandemic, what has been good and must be

during this strange, hard and turbulent year, we

them to emancipate themselves and have all the

could have left but they came to live in the homes,

preserved. And knowing that we will be the same

have been able to do the work of conditioning the

autonomy and independence possible, relying on

confined to the people they cared for and bringing

and everything will have changed.

house and we are almost ready to open the first

these family ties and the professional structure

Home the L’Arca Foundation in Madrid.

of caregivers and monitors that the Communi-

With the vocation of being a home open to all the

ty of Madrid provides for this type of sheltered

friends of L’Arca, we are grateful for all the help

housing.

received and the good advice of the sister comThrough this first Home of the Ark in Madrid, we

munity of “El Rusc”, we hope to see you all soon.

will develop, maintain, increase and optimize the
We have already completed the work and we are

autonomy and independent operation of resi-

finishing equipping the house with all the furni-

dents at home and in the community. We will also

ture and utensils necessary for the proper daily

guarantee your private life and emotional and af-

operation. 12 people will live together, with and

fective balance in an environment of warmth and

without intellectual disabilities: 8 with disabili-

family atmosphere. We will teach them to use

ties and the rest, long-term volunteer assistants,

their free time, to enjoy leisure and to encour-

in addition to the professionals established by the

age their spiritual growth by contributing to their

regulations. The house will be a home in which

overall well-being.
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Works in the home of the Ark of Madrid

Jordi and Mª del Mar from Els Avets
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VOLUNTEERING

Arrival of the second volunteer
group in Tordera

Volunteer group departure in
summer

Rarely has a year needed as little presentation as 2020
and yet here we are.
limited in such an extreme way, we have had so many
novelties ready for us.
Almost all of 2020 has been under the sign of Covid-19. we
started the year with lots of great projects. We were still
able to celebrate Carnival, as usual -or until last year it
was- in the ‘Masia de Tordera’ with different themes. We
had scheduled, by mid-March, for the group to come from
an international training center of one of the German organizations with which we worked with, but we canceled it
just a couple of days before the meeting.
In April, too we had planned an exchange, which was also
suspended, with L’Arca de Toulouse. Four of our volunteers would have spent a week there and four of their own
would have come here.
Local volunteering, on the other hand, has been limited
to logistics and support functions externally due to the
pandemic.

Nevertheless, 2020 has made us discover, in
each of us, new skills. We saw a year, in which
more than ever, we have demanded responsibility and restrictions from the people who lived
and worked with us, mostly the 12 volunteers
we had with us.
When living together, but also doing services
in different homes, they have shown human
quality and meaning of pure responsibility that
we had never had to ask for before. Seeing that
young people are engages in such a profound
way to a service that means, in many moments,
a very accentuated austerity makes us believe
even more deeply in El Rusk.
Surely the year would have been sadder and
with far fewer happy moments without them.
Thank you so much!

Carnival celebration before the
pandemic was declared

VIDEO
“Thank You”
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TRAINING

SPIRITUALITY

THANKS!!!

16

ed in order to present them as training objectives for 2021. In addition, at El Rusc we believe
that working as a team everything is better and
easier, so we will follow this idea to try to recover some formations that were left on pause
in 2020, such as monitoring the work climate
or just shaping some commissions to move
forward on some issues such as augmentative
communication and cognitive accessibility.
We move forward with motivation and a desire
to continually improve.
Volunteering Cared for
people
Leadership 16h · 4,9%
4h ·1,2%
25h · 7,7%
Covid-19
12h · 3,7%

Management
60h · 18,5%

Social
26h · 8%

Community Council formation

It is THEM, it is the PEOPLE who write this
text today.
They have been and are the SOUL, the SPIRIT
of this community of El Rusc and of the
communities of the Ark.
In this time of pandemic, we have been made to
live the essence of our community as never before. They have been the CENTER, the
NUCLEUS where all the community
strength came from.
From them came a fire that radiated outwards
and it healed and caressed.
They are the ones who have put serenity in pain;
they are the ones who have accompanied all the
families and made them stronger; they are the
ones who have mourned every loss and helped
us live the grief. They are the ones who, without
knowing it, have helped us to be simpler, to accept our vulnerability even more, to feel more
united to each other, to love ourselves more.
They are the ones who have cared for and grown
our humanity, our spirituality.
As always, they teach us how to make words,
gestures, deeds.

When it comes to Training, a year like 2020
was quite a challenge. We hadn’t even finished
the first quarter of the lockdown burst in and
it was a few days of bewilderment, uncertainty
and why not say it, some feared of what might
happen.
At El Rusc we consider Training as a tool to
transform identified needs into an increase
in the skills of all workers and teams. Well,
that was the case in 2020. On the one hand,
everything related to Covid-19: basic training,
protocols, separating, contingency plans ...,
and everything else, nearly everything related to new dynamics such as virtual environments or the management of living situations
was quite a challenge, because everything that
happened was a new reality which no-one was
used to and therefore we all moved forward
sharing knowledge and helping each other order the day to day things. It was also necessary to incorporate staff to secure the bubble
groups and therefore it was necessary to make
training capsules to the newly recruited staff
on various topics.
At the end of the year, already focused on 2021,
the Community Council carried out an exercise
to detect new needs in the new situation experienced such as stress management, the virtual environment for communication and meetings, design of activities or employment in
confinement, etc. All these topics were collect-
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Attention
and care
182h ·56%

325

TRAINING
HOURS

ECONOMIC MEMORY
Sales · 1%

Depreciation · 4%

COLLABORATORS
Operating expenses · 13%

W E A R E ME MBE R S

T U TO R I A L FO U N DAT I O N S

User and partner
fees · 25%
Supplies · 10%

REVENUE
1.247.062,21

EXPENSES
1.194.329,31

INSTITUTIONS

Capital Grants · 2%

Public Grants
and Donations · 72%

Salaries and
Social Security · 73%

INVESTMENT SHARES

ENTITIES

ELIMINATION OF ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS
Railing and lights, El Brunzit Home – 3.209,39
APPLIANCES AND FURNITURE
Residential Homes and Occupational Center – 12.548,48
COMPUTER DEVICES
Laptops, Home Residences – 1.473,04
MOBILITY SUPPORT
Articulated bed, Llar El Lledoner – 1.236,86

CO MPA N I E S
Bodega Felip

BUSQUET ECONOMISTES AUDITORS - ESTUDI JURÍDIC has audited the attached abbreviated
annual accounts of the FUNDACIÓ DR. JOAN PUJOL EL RUSC

with the financial support of

The annual accounts and the Report are presented in the Departament de Justicia de la Generalitat de Catalunya and are on the website
www.elrusc.cat, in the Transparency section, together with more extensive explanations of what we present in this reduced version.

The Foundation is not necessarily responsible or shares the opinions expressed by collaborators.According to the Llei de Protecció de Dades de Caràcter Personal
3/2018, we inform you that your data has been incorporated into the Foundation’s database.
La Fundació Dr. Joan Pujol El Rusc complies:
· Reglament [EU] 2016/679 del Parlament Europeu i del Consell de 27 d’abril 2016 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and
on the free movement of such data (General Regulation of Data Protection).
· Llei Orgànica 3/2018 de Protecció de Dades de Caràcter Personal.
· Llei 19/2014 de transparència, accés a la información pública i de bon govern.
· Pla autoprotecció. Llei 4/1997 de 20 de maig de Protecció Civil de Catalunya.
· Compliance o Model de Prevenció de Delictes according to modifications Codi Penal 2015 art. 31 bis.
· ISO 9001/2015 implementation process.
· Development of protocols of Good Practices and Quality of Life.
· Code of Ethics and Good Practices.

Contact: comunicacio@elrusc.cat
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FUNDACIÓ DR. JOAN PUJOL EL RUSC
Veïnat de Sant Ponc, 12 · Apt. de correus, 196 · 08490 Tordera
93 764 20 53 · administracio@elrusc.cat
www.elrusc.cat

